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[1] Data acquired by the Fast Auroral Snapshot (FAST) Small Explorer during the
24–25 September 1998 geomagnetic storm have been used to determine the controlling
parameters for ionospheric outflows. The data were restricted to dayside magnetic local
times. Two primary sources of ion outflows are considered: ion heating through
dissipation of downward Poynting flux and electron heating through soft electron
precipitation. Ion outflows are shown to be correlated with both, although ion outflows
have a higher correlation with soft electrons, measured by the density of precipitating
electrons. At 4000 km altitude it is found that fi = 1.022 � 109±0.341 nep

2.200±0.489, where fi is
the ion flux in cm�2 s�1 and nep is precipitating electron density, with a correlation
coefficient r = 0.855, based on log-log regression. This scaling law can be mapped to other
altitudes by scaling the flux and density with the magnetic field magnitude. The ion flux is
also correlated with the Poynting flux, fi = 2.142 � 107±0.242 S1.265±0.445, where S is
the Poynting flux at 4000 km altitude in mW m�2 and r = 0.721. Either of these two
scaling laws can be used specify ion outflow fluxes, since there is a strong intercorrelation
between the various parameters. In particular the present study cannot completely
eliminate either of the two candidate processes (ion versus electron heating in the
ionosphere, corresponding to Poynting flux versus soft electron precipitation). Soft
electron precipitation does have a higher correlation coefficient, however, and if possible
the precipitating electron density scaling law should be used. Since Poynting flux may be
more easily specified in global simulations, for example, this scaling law is a useful
alternate. For the interval under study the ion outflows were dominated by oxygen ions,
predominantly in the form of ion conics, with a characteristic energy of order 10–30 eV.
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1. Introduction

[2] There has been a long-running debate within the
magnetospheric physics community as to the relative im-
portance of the solar wind and ionosphere as sources of
plasma for the magnetosphere. To some extent the debate
depends on what aspect of magnetospheric physics is being
addressed. When considering the ion ring current, for
example, the solar wind is often taken to be the primary
source of plasma, although observations by the SCATHA
spacecraft have indicated the presence of 30 keV oxygen
ions that are injected at geosynchronous altitudes in close
association with substorm onset [Strangeway and Johnson,
1983]. At lower energies, ionospheric outflows may be

important as they add mass to flux tubes. This will decrease
the Alfvén speed on the flux tubes, slowing the transmission
speed of signals through the magnetosphere, and therefore
affecting the response of the magnetosphere to changes in
external drivers.
[3] At times the mass outflows can be remarkably large.

During the 24 and 25 September 1998 geomagnetic storm,
ionospheric outflows as high as 7 � 109 cm�2 s�1 were
observed at 4000 km altitudes in the dayside cusp region
[Strangeway et al., 2000]. Taking an area at this altitude of
2000 km by 2000 km (10� by 10� at the ionosphere), this
corresponded to an oxygen mass outflow of �7 kg s�1 or
3 � 1026 oxygen ions/s. This is as large as the total oxygen
outflows, integrated over both hemispheres, reported by Yau
and André [1997] for Kp = 6 and solar maximum conditions
(their Figure 14).
[4] This mass outflow was associated with a large coronal

mass ejection (CME) that resulted in significant fluxes of
oxygen in the high-latitude cusp, as observed by the Polar
spacecraft [Moore et al., 1999]. The ion outflows were
clearly driven by processes associated with the enhanced
solar wind dynamic pressure and interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF) that followed the CME-driven interplanetary
shock. On the basis of the work of Pollock et al. [1988],
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Moore et al. [1999] argued that fluctuations in solar
wind dynamic pressure, rather than the enhanced dynamic
pressure itself, drove the outflows. Although not discussed
explicitly by Moore at al., presumably the pressure fluctua-
tions would in turn drive Alfvén waves from the magneto-
pause into the high-latitude ionosphere. These waves could
then heat ions in the topside ionosphere, thereby inducing
outflows.
[5] This model was questioned by Strangeway et al.

[2000] on the basis of observations by the Fast Auroral
Snapshot (FAST) Explorer [Carlson et al., 1998]. The FAST
orbit was such that during the outflow interval the spacecraft
passed through the dayside cusp in the noon-midnight
meridian at 4000 km altitude. FAST was therefore able to
observe directly the escaping ions that were subsequently
detected by the Polar spacecraft. Strangeway et al. [2000]
noted that following the passage of the interplanetary
shock a strong cusp region field aligned current system
was set up, driven by reconnection with the IMF By, which
was �+30 nT. The observed current system appeared to be
consistent with that presented by Cowley [1981], where the
cusp-region currents are best represented as an overlap of
dayside region-1 currents, rather than a separate current
system (see Figure 4c of Strangeway et al. [2000]). The
shearing of dayside region-1 currents to form cusp currents
has also been discussed by Zhou et al. [2000] and is
consistent with the antiparallel merging model of Crooker
[1979], where the direction of the shear of the current systems
is dictated by the direction of the IMF By. The strength of the
current system depends on the stresses applied to the mag-
netosphere by reconnection at the magnetopause.
[6] Strangeway et al. [2000] noted that the amount of

Poynting flux flowing into the ionosphere changed by
orders of magnitude before and after the shock transition.
On the basis of a limited sample (five passes of FAST
through the outflow region), they demonstrated a statisti-
cally significant correlation between peak Poynting flux and
peak ion outflow fluxes. They further argued that the
enhanced Poynting flux would heat ions in the lower
ionosphere and that these ions would form a seed popula-
tion that would be heated at higher altitudes to form
escaping ion conics. A multistep process is required since
the Joule dissipation may heat ions sufficiently to cause
upwelling but not escape. Additional wave heating is
required to bring the heavier ions (e.g., oxygen) to high
enough energy to overcome gravity. At even higher alti-
tudes these ions may also undergo centrifugal acceleration
[Cladis, 1986].
[7] In arguing that Poynting flux controlled ion outflow

rates, Strangeway et al. [2000] noted that by balancing
Joule dissipation rates with cooling by collisions with
neutrals, a direct relationship can be found between ion
temperature and incoming Poynting flux, as shown in (1) (see
alsoBanks andKockarts [1973], equation 22.12, andHorwitz
[1996], equation 1). In SI units

kb Ti � Tnð Þ ¼ mnv
2
i

3

mnSF

3SpB0BF

; ð1Þ

where Ti is the ion temperature, Tn is the neutral
temperature, mn is the neutral mass, vi is the ion velocity
with respect to the neutrals, SF is the Poynting flux at the

altitude of FAST, Sp is the Pedersen conductivity, B0 is the
ambient magnetic field at the ionosphere, and BF is the
ambient magnetic field at FAST altitude. We have assumed
frozen-in ions and made use of E = dB/m0Sp.
[8] One problem with this model is that while (1) is

independent of collision frequency, we do not expect this
equilibrium to apply when the collision frequency is smaller
than the time constants of other processes, such as convec-
tion. Thus it is generally accepted that the ion heating
associated with Joule dissipation is restricted to the E and
lower F regions of the ionosphere, implying that the
upwelling produced may be relatively weak. An alternative
source of ion heating is the precipitation of soft electrons
(<500 eV) [Liu et al., 1995; Horwitz, 1996]. This was
demonstrated clearly by Ogawa et al. [2000], who used
radar observations to compare in situ ionospheric ion and
electron temperatures with field-aligned ion flow velocities.
They showed that the ion upwelling was mainly associated
with enhanced electron temperatures. Electron heating
causes ion upwelling through the ambipolar electric field
associated with an enhanced electron temperature. Because
the electron heating occurs at higher altitudes, it is often
argued that this will result in greater outflows than ion
heating at lower altitudes.
[9] Strangeway et al. [2000] did not assess the impor-

tance of electron precipitation in their earlier work, and it is
therefore essential that we revisit the analysis including
precipitating electrons as a potential driver of ion outflows.
The dayside cusp is an obvious location for soft electron
precipitation; indeed this is one of the characteristics of
cusp field-lines, where magnetosheath electrons enter the
magnetosphere.
[10] Figure 1 presents a flow chart showing the two

principal pathways for generating ionospheric outflows.
The left-hand side shows the flow of electromagnetic
energy, via Poynting flux, while the right-hand side shows
the particle energy flow, primarily through soft electron
precipitation. As already noted, Poynting flux results in ion
frictional heating, which increases the ionospheric scale
height, while electron precipitation heats ionospheric elec-
trons. This also increases the scale height through the
generation of an ambipolar electric field. It should be further
noted that while (1) shows a clear relationship between
Poynting flux and ion heating, the role of electron precip-
itation is more complicated. Electron heating is not just a
function of electron energy flux but also depends on the
hardness of the spectrum. Higher-energy electrons tend to
penetrate too deeply into the ionosphere. This will also
become clear in our statistical analysis. Furthermore, while
both processes therefore result in ionospheric upwelling,
neither process heats the ions sufficiently for them to
escape, and so transverse wave heating is invoked to
generate ion conics, which then can escape.
[11] The upper portion of Figure 1 shows parameters as

measured at FAST altitudes. Each connecting arrow is
labeled with a correlation coefficient derived from the
statistical analysis presented in this paper. The lower portion
of the figure shows processes inferred to occur at lower
altitudes. The arrows connecting the various cells are
labeled ‘‘causal,’’ ‘‘possibly causal,’’ and ‘‘correlated.’’
The ‘‘causal’’ arrows indicate processes that are known
to be causally related, while the ‘‘possibly causal’’ arrows
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indicate processes that could reasonably be causally related.
For example, the field aligned currents associated with the
large scale Poynting flux could generate ELF waves through
current driven instabilities, and by the same token the
precipitating electrons could also generate waves. The last
type of arrow, indicated by grey, shows processes that are
correlated but do not have a direct causal relationship. In
particular, both downward Poynting flux and soft electron
precipitation tend to occur in the cusp region. Both are
related to reconnection at the magnetopause, but the Poynt-
ing flux does not cause cusp electron precipitation and vice
versa, although even here a caveat is in order. Any process
that results in dissipation of the Poynting flux (e.g., parallel
electric fields in regions of field-aligned current) will lead to
particle energization, thereby transferring energy from the
pathway on the left-hand side to the right-hand side.
[12] We explore the statistical relationship between vari-

ous potential drivers of ion outflows as observed at FAST
altitudes for two reasons. The first is to determine which is
the best controlling parameter. The second is to provide
scaling laws that can be used in computational models that
wish to include ionospheric outflows [e.g., Winglee et al.,
2002] but with a variable rate dependent on external drivers.
These scaling laws should be viewed as complementary to
other laws that provide outflow rates as a function of indices
such as Ae or Kp [e.g., Peterson et al., 2001, and references
therein].
[13] A word of caution is in order with regard to correl-

ative studies such as this. Correlation is not causality, and
while strongly indicative of a causal relationship, some

other tests may be required to provide definitive proof of
causality, especially if the difference between correlation
coefficients is small.
[14] The outline of the paper is as follows. The next

section presents an example of the FAST data used in this
study. While the FAST particle and fields data include
measurements as a function of energy and angle for the
particles and frequency for the wave fields, these are reduced
to integrals as discussed in section 2 and Appendix A in order
to perform correlative studies. Section 3 presents the results of
the statistical analysis, while section 4 discusses the signifi-
cance of these results. In particular, we find that the single best
controlling factor for determining ion outflow rates is the
precipitating electron density, although DC Poynting flux can
be used as a proxy in lieu of measurements of precipitating
electron fluxes.We also derive scaling laws that could be used
to parameterize ion outflows as a function of these two
controlling factors, which may be useful in large-scale sim-
ulations, for example. The concluding section summarizes
our results and also describes future studies that follow on
from the work presented here.

2. FAST Data Overview

[15] Figure 2 shows FAST data acquired on orbit 8276,
25 September 1998. These data were discussed by
Strangeway et al. [2000] in arguing that Joule dissipation
associated with the large-scale cusp current system was an
important factor in driving outflows. From top to bottom the
figure shows electron differential energy flux as a function

Figure 1. Flow chart showing the relationship between energy inputs to the ionosphere and ion
outflows. The upper half of the diagram corresponds to observations at FAST, while the lower half is the
inferred pathway whereby Poynting flux or electron precipitation results in ion upwelling and subsequent
outflows. The numbers labeling the arrows are correlation coefficients based on log-log regression,
derived from the statistical analysis presented in section 3.
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of energy (Figure 2a) and pitch angle (Figure 2b), ion
differential energy flux as a function of energy (Figure 2c) and
pitch angle (Figure 2d), the ELF wave spectra from 30 Hz
to 16 kHz (Figure 2e), the electric field as measured in the
spin plane (Figure 2f), nominally along the spacecraft veloc-
ity vector, and the deviations in the magnetic field cast into
field-aligned coordinates (Figure 2g). The field-aligned
coordinates are such that the black trace in Figure 2g shows
the deviation from the IGRF model field in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, positive to the east.
[16] The data in Figure 2 were acquired as FAST entered

the polar cap on the dayside in the noon-midnight local time
sector. Shortly after 0004:30 UT, the spacecraft crossed
into the polar cap. Immediately on crossing this boundary,
strong fluxes of precipitating magnetosheath electrons
were observed, with characteristic energies around 300 eV
(Figure 2a). At the same time, magnetosheath ions with
energies around 1 keV were observed (Figure 2c), as well as
intense ion conics (Figure 2d). In this study most of the ion
outflows were associated with ion conics. A large field-
aligned current was also seen, with a net eastward deflection
of �1200 nT (Figure 2g). This downward current was

observed in a region of strong electron precipitation, but
unlike the nightside auroral zone ‘‘inverted-V’’ electrons,
the precipitating electrons did not determine the polarity of
the current. It is assumed that upflowing low-energy elec-
trons, below the energy threshold of the detector, carry the
downward current. The magnetosheath particles are charac-
teristic of the cusp as observed at FAST altitudes. The
magnetic field deflection is also characteristic of the throat
region, whose orientation is controlled by the IMF By

[Cowley, 1981]. After 0008 UT the spacecraft leaves the
region of strong magnetosheath particle precipitation and
enters the polar cap proper. Ion outflows and precipitating
magnetosheath electrons are still observed, although both
are somewhat weaker than in the cusp.
[17] In their earlier analysis, Strangeway et al. [2000]

correlated the peak Poynting flux with the peak upward ion
flux as measured over the interval where outflows are
observed. Given the highly variable structure of the out-
flows, it is not clear that the peak fluxes are representative
of the outflows. In this study we will use two different
statistical measures. The first is the average, calculated
by integrating over the interval for which outflows are
observed. The average is a more robust measure than the
peak, but by being restricted to the interval over which
outflows are observed, we do not test the null hypothesis
that an energy input (be it carried by particles or fields) is
not associated with outflows. To address this, we also
perform a point-by-point correlation analysis. The data used
for such a correlation analysis are shown in Figure 3.
[18] The data in Figure 3 are 1-s averages of the various

energy inputs and associated ion outflow fluxes. Because the
data rates are different for the different experiments on board
FAST it is necessary to both average and resample the data.
To do this, we first integrate the particle fluxes to obtain
energy fluxes and number fluxes for both ions and electrons.
These fluxes are then smoothed with a five-point window
and interpolated to make a uniformly spaced time series with
1-s resolution. For the electrons the fluxes are restricted to
energies above 50 eV to remove photoelectron contamina-
tion, while the ions fluxes are restricted to energies below the
precipitating magnetosheath and plasma sheet ions, i.e.,
typically below 100 eV, although this limit is increased if
the conic energy exceeds 100 eV, as is the case for the data in
Figure 2. See Appendix A for a more detailed discussion on
the various limits used in determining ion fluxes.
[19] The ELF wave spectra are integrated over frequency

to give net wave electric field amplitude. At this stage we do
not distinguish between the various wave modes associated
with ion outflows (see André et al. [1998] for a complete
discussion on the different ELF waves observed at polar
latitudes). Furthermore, while ELF is strictly speaking
defined as the frequency range from 300 Hz to 3 kHz, we
are using ELF as shorthand for the entire spectral bandwidth
of the wave instrument, from 30 Hz to 16 kHz. This
frequency band includes high-frequency Alfvén waves,
ion cyclotron waves for oxygen and hydrogen, and low-
frequency whistler mode waves, as well as broadband ELF
(BBELF). A statistical analysis of the importance of differ-
ent wave modes as observed at Freja altitudes (1700 km) is
presented by Hamrin et al. [2002].
[20] Last, the magnetic and electric fields are smoothed

down to 4-s resolution and then interpolated to 1-s data. The

Figure 2. Summary plot of FAST data acquired on orbit
8276. The figure shows electron differential energy flux as a
function of (a) energy and (b) pitch angle; ion differential
energy flux as a function of (c) energy and (d) pitch angle;
(e) ELF wave power, acquired using an onboard Digital
Signal Processor (DSP); (f) spin-averaged electric field,
measured along the spacecraft velocity vector projected into
the spin plane; and (g) the magnetic field deviations from
the IGRF model field, in field-aligned coordinates.
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choice of 4 s is somewhat arbitrary, but the intention is to
remove any high-frequency fluctuations that might be
associated with Alfvén waves. The role of Alfvén waves
in controlling outflows will be discussed elsewhere. Obvi-
ously, variations in the electric and magnetic fields with
periods longer than 4 s could correspond to Alfvén waves.
At high latitudes in the polar cap, however, we expect the
Alfvén speed to be of the order 104 km/s or faster. Any
Alfvén wave observed at FAST altitudes with variations
slower than 4 s will therefore be a standing wave, with the
electric field/magnetic field ratio being determined by the
ionospheric boundary condition, i.e., E = dB/m0Sp, as is also
the case for large-scale field-aligned currents. The 4-s filter
therefore ensures that the signals are restricted to those that
result in frictional Joule dissipation in the lower ionosphere.
The Appendix also shows that the 4-s filter does tend to
separate the data into Alfvén-like and DC-like signals,
where E/dB is determined by the Alfvén speed for the
former and Sp for the latter.
[21] The 1-s data enable the assessment of both positive

and negative correlation between outflows and energy

inputs. For example, before 0430 UT in Figure 3 no ion
outflow is detected, although energy flows into the iono-
sphere as Poynting flux, albeit at a much lower level than at
higher latitudes. This is typically the case at lower latitudes
on the dayside, below the polar cap boundary.

3. Statistics

[22] We have analyzed data from 33 orbits, centered on
orbit 8276. The orbital coverage in magnetic local time and
latitude is shown in Figure 4, with the intervals of ion
outflows marked by the thick line segments. Generally, the
lower-latitude portion of the region of ion outflows is
associated with the cusp, especially near noon. At higher
latitudes and local times nearer to dusk the precipitation
fluxes are weaker, and the ion outflows are in the polar cap,
rather than the cusp. As discussed in the previous section,
we use both averages and 1-s resolution data to characterize
the outflows. Figures 5–8 show the relationship between the
different inputs and the associated ion outflows, using the
average data. These figures show the relationship between ion
outflow fluxes and Poynting flux (Figure 5), downward
electron energy flux (Figure 6), downward electron number
flux (Figure 7), and ELF wave amplitude (Figure 8). These
parameters were chosen to represent the role of ion heating
within the ionosphere (Poynting flux, left side of Figure 1),
electron heating in the ionosphere (electron energy and
number flux, right side of Figure 1), and ion conic formation
(ELF wave amplitude, center path of Figure 1). Because the
pathway by which precipitating electrons heat the ionosphere
is complicated, at this stage we consider both energy flux and
number flux in the correlation analysis. For each figure the
data are plotted on a logarithmic scale and the regression

Figure 3. One-second averages of the data used for the
statistical survey, corresponding to the interval shown in
Figure 2. The figure shows (a) filtered electric field and
(b) perpendicular magnetic field data; (c) the associated
‘‘DC’’ Poynting flux, positive downward; (d) electron
number and (e) energy flux, both positive downward;
(f ) ELF amplitude; and (g) ion number flux, positive
upward. The methodology used to obtain these averages is
described in Appendix A.

Figure 4. Orbital coverage for the 33 orbits used in the
study. The thick black line segments indicate regions in
which ion outflows are observed. The coverage is such that
most of the outflows are observed in the postnoon local time
sector on the dayside. In this paper we only consider data
acquired on the dayside (0600 < MLT < 1800).
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analysis uses the log10 of the data. The slope of the
regression line therefore indicates the power to which the
independent variable is raised in the correlation. For
example, from Figure 5, fin / S1.265, where fin is the
average ion number flux in cm�2 s�1, and S is the
average Poynting flux in mW m�2.
[23] Figures 6 and 7 show that when plotted logarithmi-

cally, the ion outflow fluxes are negatively correlated with

the electron energy flux but positively correlated with the
electron number flux. This is probably a signature that the
electron heating within the ionosphere and the associated
ionospheric upwelling is favored by soft (<500 eV) elec-
trons. Higher-energy electrons tend to penetrate to lower
altitudes, where the heating is less efficient [Liu et al., 1995;
Horwitz, 1996].
[24] Most of the parameters shown in Figures 5–8 have a

statistically significant correlation with the ion outflow
fluxes (for 33 data points a correlation is significant at the
95% level if the Student’s t statistic is >2.040). Only the
electron energy flux has a statistically insignificant correla-

Figure 5. Correlation between average ion fluxes and
average DC Poynting flux. The averages only include
data during which outflows are observed, as indicated in
Figure 4. Each point corresponds to a single orbit average.

Figure 6. Correlation between orbit averages of ion
outflow fluxes and average electron energy flux. The
outflows are weakly anticorrelated with electron energy
flux.

Figure 7. Correlation between orbit averages of ion
outflow fluxes and average electron number flux.

Figure 8. Correlation between orbit averages of ion
outflow fluxes and ELF wave amplitudes.
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tion. Through multiple linear regression, we can determine
which of the individual controlling parameters best deter-
mine the ion outflow fluxes. In multiple linear regression all
four of the parameters plotted on the abscissa are taken as
independent variables, although this assumption may be
invalid. Table 1 shows the slopes determined from the
multiple linear regression, again using log10 of the data.
The first row of the table shows the slopes for all four
parameters, with subsequent rows showing the slopes as
determined when one of the parameters is deleted from the
regression analysis. The last column in the table shows the
F-test statistic that compares the variance of the fit to that
expected for random coincidence. In this case the test
statistic is given by the change in residual variance on
removing one parameter divided by the mean residual
variance for the four-parameter fit. The latter assumes
29 degrees of freedom. If the test statistic is less than
4.18 (95% confidence level) then the deleted parameter can
be considered to be unimportant in terms of the regression
analysis. We emphasize that this does not mean that the
parameter is also physically unimportant, only that it can be
subsumed into one of the other controlling parameters,
again emphasizing that the regression analysis assumes
statistical independence, which may not be valid.
[25] Table 1 indicates that the electron number and

energy flux are sufficient to explain the correlation, which
appears to contradict the data shown in Figure 7, where the
electron energy flux on its own was not correlated at the
95% level. Both the Poynting flux (Figure 5) and ELF wave
amplitude (Figure 8) were statistically more significant
when treated independently, yet these two variables can
be dropped from the analysis using multiple linear regres-
sion. Again this underscores the lack of independence
between the various assumed controlling parameters.
[26] We can combine both the number flux and energy

flux to give a single parameter that characterizes the
precipitating electrons. Noting that the energy flux divided
by the number flux gives a characteristic energy, we can
define a regression parameter that has the dimensions of
number density, which is

nep ¼ 2:134� 10�14f 3=2en =f 1=2ee ; ð2Þ

where nep is the ‘‘precipitating’’ electron number density in
cm�3, fen is the electron number flux in cm�2 s�1, and fee is
the electron energy flux in mW m�2. We refer to nep as the
precipitating number density since it is determined from
the number flux, which is positive for net downward flux.
The regression analysis for this parameter gives fin / nep

2.200,

with a correlation coefficient r = 0.855. For this correlation,
fen and fee are given by the averages over the outflow
intervals.

4. Discussion

[27] Figure 1 was used earlier in this paper to introduce
the two pathways for generating ionospheric outflows. As
noted earlier, each arrow connecting parameters measured at
FAST altitudes is labeled with the corresponding correlation
coefficient, again based on log-log regression of averages
over the intervals of active outflows for the 33 orbits
discussed earlier. Following our earlier discussion, the soft
electron precipitation is characterized by the precipitating
electron density, nep.
[28] We have already discussed the meaning of the

different types of arrows connecting the cells in Figure 1.
We specifically noted that downward Poynting flux and soft
electron precipitation are correlated but not causally related.
It should be noted, however, that the correlation between
Poynting flux and precipitating electrons is the lowest of
those shown in Figure 1.
[29] One possible conclusion to be drawn from Figure 1 is

that Poynting flux may contribute to ion outflows through
more than one pathway. On the basis of the order of the
correlation coefficients it may be that the Poynting flux
contributes to the generation of ELF waves, possibly
through current-driven instabilities, and it is this pathway
that relates Poynting flux to ion outflows, rather than the
Joule dissipation pathway. However, it must be remembered
that correlation does not prove causality and may only
indicate hypotheses that require further testing. Furthermore,
it should also be noted that the ELF measurements are
obtained by integration of the wave power spectral density.
The spectra may also include some portion of the large-scale
(DC) electric field, as discussed further in Appendix A. At
the same time, it appears from the correlation coefficients
that waves generated by soft electrons are only a secondary
effect, and the primary causal pathway on the right of the
figure is more likely to explain the strong correlation
between electron precipitation and ion outflows.
[30] On the basis of the correlations presented above we

can derive scaling laws that relate the electromagnetic and
particle fluxes to ion outflows. In doing so, however, we
should also recognize the correlations presented here are
based on averages over the regions of ionospheric outflows.
The averages do not take into account fine structure in the
outflows, some of which is evident in Figure 3, nor do the
averages address the null hypothesis where downward
Poynting flux or electron precipitation are present without
any corresponding outflows. We shall investigate this fur-
ther based on correlations between the 1-s averages.
[31] Figure 1 indicates that soft electron precipitation may

be the dominant controlling factor. Figure 9 compares the
regression based on integration over regions of ion outflow
with the underlying 1-s data. The 1-s data are acquired over
the dayside polar ionosphere. In this study we have restricted
the energy range of the ion outflow fluxes based on the
observed cusp-region conic. Nightside flows will not have
the same energy range restriction and have therefore not
been included. The figure takes into account negative fluxes
in the scatter plot by plotting both positive and negative

Table 1. Slopes of the log10- log10 Multiple Linear Regression for

the Different Controlling Parametersa

Poynting Flux Number Flux Energy Flux ELF Amplitude F1,29 Test

0.59 2.60 �1.20 0.07
Deleted 2.52 �1.22 1.68 3.49
0.44 Deleted �0.46 3.05 29.46
0.66 1.45 Deleted 0.16 21.21
0.61 2.62 �1.20 Deleted 0.004
aThe F1,29 test statistics is used to determine if the parameter marked as

deleted is not significant for the regression. If F1,29 < 4.18, a parameter can
be rejected at the 95% confidence level.
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values on a logarithmic scale, except for the major tick mark
interval nearest the origin, where the scale is linear.
[32] Two correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 9.

The first corresponds to the regression of the outflow
averages, represented by large circles. The second is the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient [Pollard, 1977],
where the correlation coefficient is determined by the
pair-wise ranking (or order) of the data. This test statistic
measures the more general ordering of the data, (e.g., a high
correlation would be found if large values of ion fluxes are
associated with large electron densities) but makes no
assumptions concerning the underlying functional relation-
ship, other than monotonicity. The precipitating electron
density is defined by (2) for both outflow averages and
point by point comparisons. In the case of the outflow
averages both the electron energy and number flux are
downward, and nep as defined by (2) is a real number. For
the 1-s data, however, the energy flux and number flux may
be of opposite sign, and in that case nep is imaginary. The
imaginary data cannot be included in the scatterplot or in the

rank correlation. We find that for the 39,372 original 1-s
averages, 10,976 (27.88%) have an imaginary number
density, nep. On the basis of the analysis presented here,
whereby the density of precipitating electrons is determined
to be the best electron parameter for controlling ion out-
flows, we have also investigated the correlation between ion
outflows and the electron density inside the loss cone,
calculated directly from integration of the electrons spectra,
rather than through the ratio of fluxes as given by (2).
Similar results are obtained using the loss cone density for
both the averages (correlation coefficient 0.826) and the 1-s
data (Spearman rank correlation 0.384). Future investiga-
tions could therefore use the density within the loss cone as
the defining parameter.
[33] As a general result for densities greater than �3 �

10�2 cm�3, the correlation provided by the outflow aver-
ages is a reasonable representation of the underlying data.
For densities below this the flux appears to asymptote to a
value around 106 cm�2 s�1. This may be the polar wind.
The fluxes are somewhat lower than those reported by

Figure 9. Scatterplot showing relationship between precipitating electron density as defined by (2) and
ion flux. In order to show negative fluxes the figure is divided into four quadrants. The first major tick
mark interval in each quadrant (i.e., the interval closest to the origin [0,0]) uses a linear scale, while the
other intervals are logarithmic. The large filled circles show the outflow interval averages, similar to
Figures 5–8, while the points are individual 1-s data points. The regression parameters are determined
from the outflow averages, while the Spearman rank correlation coefficient uses the individual 1-s data.
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Chandler et al. [1991], but that may be a consequence of the
4 eV lower-energy cutoff used in our study.
[34] On the basis of the regression shown in Figure 9 we

obtain the following scaling law for ion outflow fluxes:

fi ¼ 1:022� 109�0:341n2:200�0:489
ep ; ð3Þ

where fi is the ion flux at 4000 km in cm�2 s�1 and nep is
defined by (2), also at 4000 km. The ranges on the
exponents are 95% confidence limits. We have expressed
the confidence limit on the exponents because the
correlation uses log-log regression. Since nep is raised to a
noninteger power, (3) implicitly assumes nep is positive. The
scale factor should be modified appropriately for different
altitudes. Both fi and nep scale with the magnetic field
magnitude. The scale factor should therefore be reduced by
about a factor of 3 if evaluated at 1000 km altitude and a
factor of 4 if evaluated at 100 km altitude.
[35] The scaling law obtained using the loss cone density

is

fi ¼ 9:510� 108�0:373n2:240�0:559
elc ; ð4Þ

where nelc is the electron density in the loss cone. The
regression parameters shown in (4) are well within the 95%

confidence limits of (3). We will consequently use (3) as the
electron precipitation scaling law with the electron density
either given by (2) or by direct integration of electron fluxes
within the loss cone.
[36] In (3) once nep is less than 4.3 � 10�2 cm�3 the ion

flux is less than 106 cm�2 s�1, which we have assumed is
the asymptotic level associated with the polar wind. Thus
(3) should be taken to only provide an accelerated (conic)
ion outflow flux scaling law. The polar wind should be
included as a separate, independent, flux.
[37] Figure 10 presents a similar analysis comparing ion

outflows to the DC Poynting flux. As in Figure 9, the
outflow averages are positive for both outflow fluxes and
Poynting flux. On a point by point basis, however, there are
a significant number (34% of the total) of Poynting flux 1-s
averages that are negative. The negative Poynting fluxes are
generally below 2 mW/m2. It is possible that these represent
ionospheric flows driven by the neutral wind dynamo, but it
seems more probable that this is simply an effect of an
offset in the magnetic field measurement that remains as a
consequence of uncertainties in the determination of the
background field. The model field used in this study is the
1995 IGRF field with secular variation. The model field
could be improved by including models such as the

Figure 10. Scatterplot showing relationship between DC Poynting flux and ion flux, similar in format
to Figure 9.
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Tsyganenko 96 model, although at polar latitudes the
primary affect of this model is to introduce a vertical
component related to Dst. In addition, the effects of field-
aligned currents should be turned off in the model, as it
is these currents that provide the Poynting flux into the
ionosphere. It is also worth noting that the negative
Poynting fluxes tend to occur at high latitudes in the polar
cap, where the magnetic field perturbations are weaker.
[38] We obtain the following scaling law from the corre-

lation shown in Figure 10:

fi ¼ 2:142� 107�0:242S1:265�0:445; ð5Þ

where fi is again the ion flux at 4000 km in cm�2 s�1, and S
is the Poynting flux at 4000 km in mW/m2. As was the case
for (3), the fluxes should be scaled with the magnetic field
ratio if mapped to other altitudes. Since the exponent is near
unity in (5), this is less critical than for (3). In addition, the
noninteger exponent implies that S is positive. Furthermore,
the ion flux drops below the nominal polar wind level of
106 cm�2 s�1 when S is less than 0.30 mW/m2.
[39] If either (3) or (5) are to be used as scaling laws

relating energy inputs to ion outflows, it is also necessary to
specify some other characteristics of the outflows, as these
will have relevance to the ultimate fate of the ions. For this
particular study the ions conics are dominated by oxygen
ions, as determined through visual inspection of ion com-
position summary plots. In addition the average character-
istic energy of the conics is approximately a tenth of the
cutoff energy of the conic, as shown in Figure 11. The
cutoff energy was determined through visual inspection of
the spectra (see, e.g., Figure 2, where the cutoff energy for
the flux integration was chosen as 300 eV). Not addressed
in this study is what additional acceleration occurs at higher

altitudes. Nor do we address what determines the conic
energy. For scaling law purposes we suggest that the conic
be assumed to have a characteristic energy, given by the
ratio of the energy flux to number flux, of the order 10–
30 eV. The characteristic energy tends to be dominated by
the perpendicular energy since Wc 	 (2W? + Wk)/3, where
Wc is the characteristic energy and W? and Wk are the
corresponding perpendicular and parallel energies.

5. Conclusions

[40] We have investigated the controlling parameters for
ionospheric outflows as measured by the FAST spacecraft in
the dayside high-latitude ionosphere, around 4000 km
altitude. Figure 1 summarizes our results. The left-hand
side shows the pathway controlled by Poynting flux, where
the dissipation associated with ion-neutral drag results in
ion heating and upwelling. The right-hand side shows the
pathway controlled by electron precipitation, where electron
heating and the associated ambipolar electric field also
causes ion upwelling. Because the upwelling ions may not
have sufficient energy to overcome gravity, especially if
they are oxygen ions, additional wave heating is required so
that the ions form a conic distribution that is expelled via the
magnetic mirror force. At 4000 km altitude the ions are
predominantly observed as conics, at least in the dayside.
[41] On the basis of the analysis of FAST data we find

that the best controlling parameter is the precipitating
electron density. The scaling law is given by (3), with the
density either determined by (2) or by direct integration of
fluxes within the loss cone. Given the strong interdepen-
dence of the different parameters, this does not mean that
ion heating driven by Poynting flux is not relevant, only that
the effects of Poynting flux can be subsumed within the
electron density scaling law.
[42] The scaling law given by (3) applies to 4000 km and

should be mapped using the magnetic field ratio if it is to be
used at other altitudes. Both the density and flux are
proportional to the magnetic field magnitude. Another
aspect related to (3) being determined using local measure-
ments is that we have not taken into account any processes
occurring at higher altitudes. This may affect both the
downgoing electron fluxes, as well as the net ion flux. Both
of these effects will modify the applicability of the scaling
law. In particular, additional acceleration or heating of
electrons injected into the cusp from the magnetosheath
may make using the scaling law particularly difficult for
global magnetohydrodynamic simulations. Such simula-
tions may, for example, be able to specify the density,
temperature, and parallel streaming velocity of magneto-
sheath electrons as they enter the magnetosphere, but they
cannot follow any additional evolution of the electron
distribution along the flux tube. For this reason, the Poynt-
ing flux scaling law given by (5) may be a useful alterna-
tive. The large-scale Poynting flux is a relatively easily
derived parameter for global simulations.
[43] The scaling laws given by (3) and (5) are a useful

beginning for parameterizing ion outflow fluxes as a func-
tion of local input parameters. Missing from these scaling
laws, however, are other factors such as ion composition,
characteristic ion energy, and solar cycle and seasonal
dependencies. Our initial study suggests that the ion conic

Figure 11. Characteristic ion conic energy as a function of
ion conic cutoff energy. The characteristic energy is
determined by the ratio of the net field-aligned energy flux
to number flux.
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characteristic energy is of the order 10–30 eV, but more
statistics would be useful in better constraining this param-
eter. In addition, we should determine what controls the
conic energy. Also for this study the ion conics were found
to be predominantly oxygen ions, but seasonal and solar
cycle effects could change the composition. We also have
not addressed the role of large-scale parallel electric poten-
tials in affecting these flows, which could affect outflows in
the nightside ionosphere.
[44] Because of the strong interdependence of the various

parameters used in this study we have not been able to
establish the relative importance of the physical processes
associated with the two pathways shown in Figure 1. This
appears to require a more detailed comparison between
ground-based and space-based observations, with the for-
mer providing information on the state of the ionosphere at
the foot of the flux tube. In particular, such observations
should provide information on the occurrence of electron
and ion heating within the E and F region ionosphere.
[45] In conclusion, (3) and (5) provide useful scaling laws

for ion outflows related to soft electron precipitation and
downward Poynting flux, with (3) being the better of the
two. The choice to use (3) or (5) depends on the available
input parameters. Simulations, for example, may only
provide Poynting flux. The scaling laws are not additative,
and even if both precipitating electron density and Poynting
flux are available as input parameters, only one should be
used for a particular application, although comparing and
contrasting the results obtained by using the different
scaling laws might be a useful exercise. Furthermore, the
scaling laws should be used in conjunction with classical
polar wind models. Further work to improve the applica-
bility of the scaling laws should address the role of Alfvén
waves, as well as extending the study to the nightside
auroral region, to different seasons, and to different phases
of the solar cycle.

Appendix A

[46] In creating the database used for the statistical study
presented here, we have made decisions such as restricting
the energy range over which ion and electron differential
number fluxes are integrated when specifying fluxes and
also the filtering used to specify the ‘‘DC’’ Poynting flux.
The rational behind these decisions is discussed in more
detail here. We also discuss the renormalization of the wave
spectra acquired by FAST used to specify the ELF wave
environment, as well as the correlation between wave ampli-
tudes and Poynting flux.

A1. Energy Range Restrictions

[47] Figure 2 shows ion and electron energy and pitch
angle differential energy flux spectra. Calculating number
and energy fluxes requires integrating over energy and pitch
angle. We have elected to integrate over all pitch angles, as
we are interested in net fluxes. The energy ranges used,
however, require further discussion. First, for the electrons,
we have restricted the integrals to energies greater than 50 eV.
This energy was chosen so that the photoelectrons would be
excluded from the integrals. A band of relatively uniform
background fluxes below 50 eV is apparent throughout the
pass shown in Figure 2. This band is particularly clear

toward the right-hand side of the figure, where a flux of
�107 eV/cm2/s/sr/eV is observed in the upgoing loss
cone. These are presumably atmospheric photoelectrons,
and their fluxes would reduce the net downward flux if
included in the integrals. It should be remembered that
we are primarily interested in calculating the fluxes of
precipitating electrons.
[48] With regard to the ion fluxes, we have elected to

restrict both the upper and lower limits of the flux integrals.
First, we use 4 eV as the lower limit. This is lower than the
energy corresponding to the escape velocity for oxygen ions
(�10 eV). Second, we restrict the fluxes to energies that
include the conic but exclude precipitating magnetosheath
ions. For example, in the case of orbit 8276 (Figure 2) ion
fluxes are restricted to below 300 eV. This upper limit is
chosen by visual inspection but is usually of the order 100 eV.
The cutoff values used are plotted on the abscissa in Figure 11.
It could be argued that we should restrict the ion energies to
being above escape velocity energy, but sincewe do not know
what additional acceleration or heating occurs at higher
altitudes, the 4 eV limit provides an upper bound on the
fluxes. We find that if we restrict the fluxes to energies above
10 eV then 17.7% of the 37,603 1-s average ion fluxes that
were positive assuming a 4 eV lower limit are now negative.
The fraction of negative fluxes increases to 40.9% if we also
include fluxes above the conic cutoff energy.

A2. Frequency Filtering

[49] The electric and magnetic field measurements are
acquired by FAST at a variety of data rates, depending on
the instrument mode. For the purposes of the present study
we wished to use data with the same data rate across all
experiments. For the fields instrumentation this was
achieved by a series of smoothing and decimation oper-
ations. As an example, 32 sample per second (sps) data
were reduced to 8 sps data by first performing a 7-point
smoothing of the higher-rate data and then using every
fourth smoothed point to create the 8 sps data. This
approach was applied in a successive manner to reduce
the data to 1 sps (each step involved at most a factor of four
reduction in data rate). The 1 sps where then further
smoothed with a 7-point smoother. The smoothed data were
taken to be ‘‘DC’’ measurements, while the difference
between the smoothed data and the 1 sps data provided
measurements with a nominal pass band of 0.125 to 0.5 Hz.
[50] Figure A1 shows the magnitude of the ‘‘DC’’ and ‘‘1

sps’’ electric and magnetic field data acquired on the
dayside for orbits 8260–8292. The black points correspond
to the ‘‘DC’’ measurements, while the grey points are the
‘‘1 sps’’ data. The two data sets cluster in different areas of the
plot. The diagonal lines show the expected E to B relationship
for a height-integrated Pedersen conductivity of 8 S (black
line), and an Alfvén speed of 1000 km/s (grey line). While
there is a large amount of scatter, it is reasonable to state that
the filtering has separated the electric and magnetic field
measurements into those fields associated with current clo-
sure in the ionosphere (DC) and those fields associated with
Alfvénic fluctuations (1 sps).

A3. ELF Measurements

[51] The FAST instrument complement includes an on-
board Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) capability, using a
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Digital Signal Processor (DSP). Examples of the DSP data
are shown in Figure 2e. In order to characterize the wave
environment for the purposes of this study we have inte-
grated the wave spectra over frequency to give a net ELF

wave amplitude. It was found that the resultant amplitudes
were much larger than expected. We attribute this to a
normalization factor not included in the onboard processing.
In order to determine the normalization factor we have
compared the power spectra as reported by the DSP with
FFTs of the 16 kHz burst mode data. Figure A2 shows a
comparison for orbit 8292. The upper panel shows FFTs of
the 16 kHz burst mode data. The lower panel shows the
DSP data but reduced by a factor of 2000 from that reported
by the DSP. Both panels use the same dynamic range, and
there is reasonable agreement between the two spectra, at
least above 100 Hz. Since the data are used for correlative
studies with log-log regression, the normalization does not
affect our conclusions. Nevertheless, we have reduced all
the DSP-calculated power spectral densities by the factor of
2000 in this study.
[52] In the body of the paper we also noted that there was

a strong correlation between the DSP-reported wave ampli-
tudes and the DC Poynting flux. It is not clear if this
correlation is causal, in the sense that ELF wave activity
increases when the Poynting flux is large, or if the corre-
lation is caused by ‘‘DC’’ electric fields contributing power
to the DSP-calculated power spectra. Figure A3 shows the
regression analysis for ELF amplitude as a function of DC
Poynting flux. The data are plotted on a log-log scale,
except for the points in the first interval between major tick
marks, where the scale is linear. The large circles compare
averages over the intervals of ion outflows, with the points
showing individual 1-s points. The averages are clearly
correlated, and the underlying data points tend to cluster
about the regression line. It is also apparent that there is a
lower bound to the ELF amplitudes. This lower bound
varies roughly as the square root of the Poynting flux. This
would be expected if the ELF spectra included some

Figure A1. Comparison of electric and magnetic field
measurements for ‘‘DC’’ signals (black points) and low-
frequency [0.125–0.5 Hz] signals (grey points). The DC
signals cluster near the ratio defined by a height-integrated
Pedersen conductivity of 8 S. The wave-like signals seem to
be better ordered by the Alfvén speed, assumed of order
1000 km/s.

Figure A2. Comparison of wave spectra obtained by Fast Fourier Transform of 16 kHz burst-mode data
(top) and the onboard Digital Signal Processor (DSP) (bottom). The DSP data have been renormalized by
dividing by 2000.
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fraction of the large-scale (DC) electric field. We conclude
from Figure A3 that the ELF spectra include a mixture of
both large-scale and wave electric fields. As the large-scale
electric field decreases, the wave fields dominate. Thus
while some of the correlation is caused by DC fields leaking
in to the power spectral estimates, there is a contribution
from the wave fields themselves. The present study does
not explicitly address the role of wave acceleration in
controlling outflows. This will be investigated further in a
future paper.
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Figure A3. Scatterplot of ELF amplitude as a function of
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